HETAIROS - THE PANAMAX
KETCH PROJECT

For four years Gurit worked with
Baltic Yachts on the Panamax
Ketch project. This included the
supply of composite materials
and a large structural engineering
design consultancy project. It is
the largest and most challenging
project ever undertaken by all
those involved. The boat, named
“Hetairos”, was launched in May
2011, and handed over in July 2011.
The trend in the marine industry is for
ever larger sailing yachts to be built
in composite materials. Gurit has
witnessed first-hand how this trend
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our biggest project and one of the longest as we have
worked on the design since early 2007. The sheer scale
of the yacht created constant challenges for everyone
involved, but that is only part of the story. Its groundbreaking systems and engineering mean it is not just
another large sailing yacht. To help with the flow of such
construction information, Gurit also had an engineer onsite for a year”.
“One of the biggest challenges of the structural design
was that of the two-stage lifting keel, which can operate
in three positions. Conventional internal rams inside the
fin raise the keel from its offshore to its inshore racing
position. Where a shallower “harbour” draught is required,
a second set of external rams then lifts the keel to over 3m
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